International Business
Development Services

Who we are
Founded in 1999 Copernicus International Consulting Ltd has expanded into 47 countries,
and by 2025 will be in 12 more. Our business philosophy is set out in our “Copernicus
Commitments”, and is quite simple. If our clients succeed, we succeed.

Our services have evolved to match the long term strategic
requirements of our ambitious client base. The ability to provide
high quality professional services at an affordable cost, that
delivers a rapid return on investment has resulted in a 98.2%
customer satisfaction rating* in 2018
Copernicus UK Head Office

Our clients include USD$Billion corporations, family businesses, Chambers of Commerce,
government and trade organisations who all have one thing in common. The desire to grow
their international trade business and increase their profits.

If you have a great product or service to sell, we can open up
a whole new world of opportunities for you and your business. Working in close cooperation with your team, our
in-country consultants will identify and contact prospective
customers and introduce your offer to the relevant decision
makers.
Copernicus Luxembourg

Connecting Markets - Distributor and Customer Introduction Service
Our market entry specialists search the target market to match potential buyers with the
products or services our clients are looking to supply. A logical step by step process that
takes your brief, your ambitions, and helps to turn them in to reality. We contact and introduce you business to potential customers which means:No travel costs until a deal is there to be done.
No time out of your core business on speculative trips.
No missed opportunities due to lack of resources, internal capabilities or skill set.
Connecting Markets – Distributor and Customer Introduction Service
*Independent survey of new clients Jan-Dec 2018, undertaken Jan 2019

Europe

How we can help you

Our Connecting Markets Services are designed for companies that would like to win business in new
international markets, either direct or via distributors, but have neither the time, in-house knowledge,
resource or experience required. Recent Free Trade Agreements have made access to many markets much
more readily available for SME’s. The Copernicus services provide as much, or as little, support as you may
need to help you along the way to finding direct business, a new distributor, agent or the creation of a
joint venture with an established credit worthy, compatible business. In other words, you pay only for the
services you need.

Market check
Market analysis
Telephone Interviews
Competitor Benchmarking
Face to face client meetings
Report & strategic options
Investment required
Action Plan
ROI
Market entry support via our local offices
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Nurture
Prospects

Set Marketing
Action Plan

Analyze Market Potential

Additional Support Services
Franchise recruitment
Public Sector Tender alert and assistance
Raise awareness of your business, Brand and products in any or all of our markets via multilingual social media and PR
Arrange B2B matchmaking events to connect you with potential local partners or sub-contractors

What we do

As members of the Market Research Society you can be assured that the work we undertake on your
behalf provides the best possible basis for decision making. The research we make is practical and
relevant to building a business case for market entry—or otherwise. If you are wasting your time, effort
and resources we will tell you. The steps we take together with you to reach our conclusions, identify the
opportunities and create the action plan required to capitalise on them are clear and logical.

Is the market there for our client ?
Who are the competitors ?
What is the price point in the market ?
What are the competitors routes to market ?
What USP does our client have ?
Is the market mature, in decline or growing ?
Why would potential customers change supplier ?
We contact your potential customers,
Profit
introduce you, build a business case for you to
be a supplier and help you to develop relations
up to the point of supply.
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Market
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plan
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Copernicus has successfully connected businesses from the USA, Australia, China and the Middle
East to Scandinavia and Western Europe. Our
clients from Russia now trade profitably in
Ireland, Poland, the UK, France and Germany.
Australian, Canadian and Indian clients are
partnering in Italy, Spain, Slovakia, Slovenia and
Austria.

Customer

Idea

How is all this, and more, possible?
We are local, international, cost effective and professional.
Where is the next opportunity for your business?
To find out just ask us via enquiries@copernicus-consulting.com

Project

Strategy
Performance

Opportunities

Trade Event Management

The Copernicus trade mission services were conceived to address the specific challenges
facing business owners wherever they are based in the world when they are looking to
expand in to new markets
Travel to a plan
Know who you are meeting
Know why they want to meet you
Have a pre-prepared profile of the business
Meet like minded business people
Understand how the opportunity fits with your strategy
The scope and scale of potential partner activities
The potential barriers to striking a deal
The local competition benchmarked
Guest speakers—industry experts or celebrity
A time sensitive programme
The Copernicus team are dedicated to providing our Clients with business enhancement
methodologies that guide them to outstanding success. Adding the skill sets and knowledge
required to make international business possible.
Commissioning bodies and delegates will not only be able calculate the return on investment
with Copernicus, but will also gain from the added value and insights that working with a
highly focussed EU based commercial team will have brought to their business, using their
local network and local knowledge

Business Development Process
Private Sector

Complete Registration Details
Industry Sector
Product Range
Company Profile
Profile of Ideal Customer
Keywords

Detail of company offer to
existing customers

Copernicus
Analyse UK market trends.
Identify opportunities
Benchmark product/service against
established competition including
channels, price point etc
Recommend strategy based on above
including business case and ROI

Client Company

Reject Strategy

Project Stops

Accept Strategy

Use existing marketing
material

Analyse report
prioritise interested
customers

Deal direct with potential
customers

Create English marketing
material

Approach potential
customers and
report

Instruct Copernicus
to deal with
negotiations

Arrange meetings.
Open negotiations
and report
Negotiations fail
Proceed to
quotation

Copernicus provides
in-market support
ongoing

Quotation accepted.
Proceed to contract

Manage relationship
direct

Industry Sectors we have
experience of
Agri
Art & Publishing
Automotive
Biochem
Communications
Construction
Creative & Media
Defence
Distribution
Electronics
Engineering
Environmental
Food & Beverage
Fashion
Franchise Development

Giftware
Health & Safety
Home Improvements
ICT
Leisure & Tourism
Logistics
Marine
Medical
Oil & Gas
Pharmaceutical
Professional Services
Retail
Science & Innovation
Software
Textiles

Organisations we are active with

FAQ
What information do you need from us to begin the process?
Your product or service details, key selling points, what makes you different? Also a
profile of an ideal customer or tender opportunity
Our internal company information is sensitive, do you work under a confidentiality or
non-disclosure agreement?
Yes, every client has a mutual non-disclosure agreement
Can the information we share with you ever find its way in to the hands of a competitor?
Absolutely not, in fact we go further and state that we never work for a competitor of
a past or previous client for a period of 5 years
What does it cost?
No two projects are the same. We calculate our fees on a time and resource basis and
are totally transparent in our costing system to our clients
Are we guaranteed to win business by using your services?
You are guaranteed to receive business opportunities, it is entirely up to you how you
price and construct your offer to a potential customer or distributor. We can guide you, but
the final negotiations or tender contents are your decision
How long will it be before we receive our first feedback?
Usually within the first month, depending very much on the nature and scale of the
business you are in and the size of the contracts that you are pursuing
Is it up to us to decide if we should do business with companies that you introduce us to?
Totally. Our role is to identify the trading partners most suitable for your business and
to bring them to your attention
Can you identify and help us with public tender quotations or opportunities to supply major
contracts
Definitely yes. We offer a Public Procurement Opportunity Service that’s monitors
possible tenders that clients may wish to compete for, and the award of major contracts that
clients could participate in the supply chain, and inform our clients about them

FAQ
Can we terminate the agreement part way through the contract period?
Yes. The contract is phased, you are committed to only one phase at a time and have
the option to continue with the Copernicus process or go it alone
How are the payments to you phased?
Each phase is billed and payable 100% in advance. Any agreed expenses are payable
14 days after the conclusion of the relevant phase against receipted invoices
Do we have one point of contact throughout the course of the agreement?
Yes you have one point of contact in Copernicus head office who in turn will have a
dedicated consultant liaising with him from member states as required
Do you work on a commission basis?
No. Our role is to introduce you to opportunities. We do not sell on your behalf
Are you able to work according to our time zone?
Yes, both through our local country Copernicus consultant and our principal offices
will work to accommodate the clients working hours
What if our products need EU approvals or additional documentation that we do not currently
have
This will be identified in the initial phases of the agreement and we will guide you
through the application process
What language will you communicate with us in if say, we win a contract in Poland?
We communicate internationally in business English, if English is not your native
language we will make any necessary translations at an additional cost
Can you help us with any translation requirements we may need for labelling etc?
Yes, although this is subject to an additional fee calculated on the number of words
Can you help us with any customs or export documentation we may need?
Yes, although this is subject to an additional fee depending on the goods involved and
the complexity a transaction outside of a Free Trade Agreement

Copernicus Commitments
The Copernicus Commitments
Copernicus Corporate Culture

Vision
“To deliver cost effective plain language solutions that
enhance our clients business, assist them to achieve their
goals and allow them to enjoy their success”

Rational Promises

Highly
Ethical

Flexible

Proactive

Emotional Values
Increasing
shareholder
value

Position

The preferred guide to
business success for SME’s

Results
Focused

Enthusiastic

Plain
Speaking

Innovative

Good
Humoured

We offer unrivalled advice and support to the SME sector, working closey with our
clients to achieve financial, structural and cultural gains that will enable a
sustainable competitive advantage in the UK and Internationally

Business Ideas

Copernicus Global

CANADA

USA
EUROPE
SOUTH KOREA
SIERRA LEONE
MEXICO

INDIA

COLUMBIA

BRAZIL

TANZANIA

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AFRICA
ARGENTINA

Copernicus Awards

Lodz University of Technology
Department of Management
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